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What does the quote mean to you?

Quote of the 
Week



When do you listen to
music?

Working Walking Always

It makes me happy
It makes me sad
It amplifies the emotion I’m feeling
It helps me feel a different emotion
It makes me feel

How does music make
you feel?

to dance
Hardly

ever
To cook



How do these songs make you feel? 

We’re going to take a closer look at a
new release

Wonderful World - Louis Armstrong

Testify -RATM

Born this Way - Lady Gaga

This is America-  Childish Gambino

Get up, Stand up - Bob Marley



We Tried- Louise Harris

What do you think this song could be about?

Do you ever feel like you’ve tried but nothing you
seems to do works?

“The world is changing all the time
And you know it ain't right”
What does this lyric make you feel?

Before we listen



 Music holds a unique power 
While We Listen - 

Think about Which words evoke emotions and why

[Verse]

The world is changing all the time

And you know it ain't right

Yeah, I know you think twice

And love, it takes you on a ride

And leaves you with no respite

Well I think I've done my time

[Pre-Chorus]

But I

I don't want to cry

[Chorus]

So take me where the bluebirds sing

While we lose everything

There's too much poisoning

And fly me where the birds still fly

'Cause smoke fills up our sky

'Cause we ran out of time

Oh well, we tried

[Verse]

Well maybе this was meant to be

A mother wantеd peace

And we were not conceived

Or maybe we were meant to win

But not enough good drowned out the sin

They watched the world cave in

[Pre-Chorus]

But I

I don't want to cry

[Chorus]

So take me where the bluebirds sing

While we lose everything

There's too much poisoning

And fly me where the birds still fly

'Cause smoke fills up our sky

'Cause we ran out of time

Oh well, we tried



We Tried- Songversation
So take me where the bluebirds sing

While we lose everything

There's too much poisoning

And fly me where the birds still fly

'Cause smoke fills up our sky

'Cause we ran out of time
Oh well, we tried  

Where would you like me to take you?



INTERVIEW WITH PLANET MCINTERVIEW WITH PLANET MCINTERVIEW WITH PLANET MC
Where do you think PlanetMC lives?

What type of music do you think he uses in
education?



1. How did PlanetMC get into rap?

2. How old was he as an adult getting
into rap?

3. How has environmental rap changed
his life?

4.How has it made him feel?

 5. What are his favourite things about
hip hop?

Interview



The 
Activists Aerobics



Ali's thoughts!

Don’t just listen to music, Really
listen to music. 
Feel music, let music make you
feel.  
Engage with music and see where
it takes you. 
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This series on 
Renewable English 

The Art of Changemaking
Give Change Sporting Change

Changing the Narrative

School, Life and Changemaking
More than Ok Boomers

The Business of Caring

Fashion, but Greener

Empowering Future Changemakers

What is a Changemaker?

 The sounds of change

 If you need it, make it!


